By means of the license agreement on the assignment of the right of use of trademarks
enterprise _ _ _ ______________________________ offers legal entities and individuals to use
as Licensees trademarks GRABOVOI® and GRIGORI GRABOVOI®. The aim of use of the
signs is the eternal development of each concrete man and humanity as a whole; therefore the
technologies, which will be distributed under class 41, are ideologically oriented to realization of
the eternal development.
With the assignment of the right of use of trademarks the Licensee is provided with
training course on the Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi that enables the Licensee to conduct his
activity on the basis of technologies of the eternal development. Individual technologies for the
Licensee can be created after signing of amendments to the license agreements.
The rights of the use of trademarks on the following goods and the services are granted:
Holistic medical coaching, providing electronic publications (non-downloadable); presentation
of live performances, academies (education), education and instruction, correspondence courses,
arranging and conducting of cultural and sports events, providing of training; arranging and
conducting of conferences, arranging and conducting of congresses, arranging and conducting of
symposiums, coaching, vocational guidance, arranging and conducting of seminars, arranging
and conducting of workshops (providing of training), arranging and conducting of colloquiums,
arranging of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes, entertainment; sporting and cultural
activities; translation; conducting public readings and live performances (entertainment);
services of a publishing firm, except printing; providing recreation facilities; providing games on
the Internet; editing of texts (except publicity texts); film, video tape film, audio and television
film production for all media; rental of film, video tape film, audio and television film
productions on media of all kinds, editorial services, namely proof-reading of books and periodicals; correspondence courses.
Complex medical training, provision of electronic publications (not allowing
uploading); in this case in accordance with the Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi medical training
of general profile as well as creation of medical educational establishments will be considered.
Provision of electronic publications - in this case it’s the use of the Internet, CD, DVD
disks and so on, data carriers for electronic publications.
Presentation of live appearances - in this case it is organization of conferences,
symposia, meetings, seminars, lectures on the Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi.
Presentation of academies (education), this is creation of academies for propagation of
the Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi.
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Education and training refer to the educational-training program, which is included in
the Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi.
Correspondence courses; this refers to the correspondence courses on the Teachings of
Grigori Grabovoi at the educational institutions or at the initial levels just taught by teachers who
teach subjects based on their program and on the standard program of the Teachings of Grigori
Grabovoi.
Organization and conduction of mass cultural events; this item refers to the specific
character of conduction of mass cultural events that will be oriented to realization of exactly
eternal development, eternal life of man, not-dying, also explanations on the issues of
resurrection, everything that is connected exactly with the technologies of the eternal
development.
Maintenance of training process; of course everything that ensures training process,
which realizes the eternal development in term of all aspects, which are revealed in the eternal
development. In other words it relates to all aspects of life and is embedded in the future
structures, which are simultaneously laid down as reliable ones.
Organization and conduction of conferences, organization and conduction of
congresses, organization and conduction of symposia of professional training bases on the
idea of the eternal development.
Provision of services in the sphere of professional training; taking into consideration
that this refers to individual training; quite naturally the option of distance training or individual
training can be chosen when teachers train one student.
Trainings, professional orientations, organization and conduction of seminars,
organization and conduction of practices (maintenance of training process); in this case
within the framework of training and professional orientation it is possible to obtain exactly
special-purpose education on the eternal development, as the eternal development is rather
extensive area and man must master everything that is necessary for him, in other words, in
principle he should be able to master any profession, any knowledge, which contributes to this
task, realize this task. Organization and conduction of seminars refers to technologies exactly of
the eternal development, including maintenance of training process.
On conduction of practices: this refers to study of three-volume edition of “The Practice
of Control. The Way of salvation.” Then the following volumes that include “The Practice of
Control. The Way of salvation.” related to the practice of the disciples on the Teachings of
Grigori Grabovoi. And training process will be maintained in such a way, that new results
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obtained in other countries will be received and they will be included into these practices.
Colloquiums will be also conducted and interested persons will be invited; exhibitions for
cultural - educational purposes, where everything will be subordinated to single idea of the
eternal development.
Including the following, that is described as entertainment.
Sports activities will also be directed toward realization of the structure of the eternal
development.
Organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes will also be directed
toward the eternal development.
Conduction of live public readings and concerts (entertainments); it is meant here
that participating representatives will be exactly supporting the direction of the eternal
development and they will perform at public readings and concerts. In other words, special
groups, which will be offered to perform at these events will be selected, and these groups might
also apply directly to that person who sells trade marks, since the trade marks can also be
distributed in the Internet and the logotype be can used, that is to say the name of domain can
include that version of words, which is embedded in the trade marks.
Publishing house services, this refers to all services of publishing house, first to books
of Grigori Grabovoi, then to books of followers, supporters, disciples, and then other educational
systems that include data on the eternal development.
Creation of places of leisure and entertainments; in this case this is creation of such
places of leisure and entertainments, which contribute to the eternal development.
Supply of games in the Internet; this is creation of games which are actually developing
and built on the basis of lectures, seminars of Grigori Grabovoi, where the space in the form
three-dimensional points it can be realized as a game composition.
Editing of texts; this activity will be directed toward specially purposeful editing in order
not to lose the sense of the eternal development and technologies of the eternal development, to
avoid their loss due to editing, thus in view of this the of texts will edited.
Film, video film; this case is about creation of cinematographic films, which should be
directed to the eternal development, they might be based on the Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi,
might be autobiographical, which relate to Grigori Grabovoi, supporters, disciples of Grigoriy
Grabovoi, followers and generally on all situations which took place and will take place.
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Anticipating cinematographic films, which create exactly a trend of the eternal development
from the point of view of the future processes. Video film, of course, just as film in direction
towards the eternal development.
Production of audio and TV films for all media is a rather important area, which will
offer products for all media; a special accent will be made on the fact, that these films are exactly
directed toward the eternal development. They will include all seminars of Grigori Grabovoi, his
disciples, followers, supporters and so on.
Editorial services, or more exactly, proof-reading of books and periodicals; in this
case, of course, the following services will be provided: editors will report that they, during the
proof-reading, direct the texts of books and periodic publications towards the eternal
development, in other words, this will be such type of proof-reading, which does not distort the
sense of the books, but nevertheless, since each man has inherent system of knowledge on the
eternal development, it will anyway be revealed in the text. There will be a special staff of
editors, who will select exactly this. In this case this is a very important trend since it will be
possible to shift the orientation of books and periodicals, including TV ones, cinema levels in the
direction of exactly the eternal development; therefore it is suffice here to organize a small
headcount of competent editors, who will be able to direct media to required course to propagate
explicitly or implicitly the levels of the eternal development instead of propagating something
else. And many can chose to do this in order to collaborate on sign levels, to develop exactly this
direction, including films, television films, for all media instead of working in some neutral
system, which are not determined ideologically anyway.
The courses of correspondence education is a separate important level of education;
they will include distance education through the Internet, which can cover even those countries
and distant parts of the planet, even, let us suppose, conditionally speaking, cosmonauts being in
an orbiting space ship; in other words this will be education accessible in any point. It must be
compact in certain cases, compressed, convenient for mastering, and with respect to this,
materials referring to mastering of the correspondence course will be represented. Advisory
systems, for example, are possible, including the courses of correspondence, they can be as
advisory ones on the materials of the Teachings, in other words a reference data base will be
created that will be like systems of consultations answering questions asked by people.
Depending on this, if a man has some problems, he will be sent a course either of knowledge or
numerical series, which will quickly or, if he has time, slowly, in other words within available
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time, will enable him to solve issues, and not just to solve, but also to simultaneously master
technologies of the eternal development, technologies of eternal life.
The licensee with the use of class 41 of trademarks can also obtain rights of use of
methods, devices and systems included in the patents for inventions “The Way of Prevention of
Catastrophes and Device for its Realization” and “The System of Transfer of Information”.
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